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Abstract
Message authentication is an important technique in information 
security to verify that whether the communicating entity is the 
one that it claims to be and have not been altered. Cryptographic 
hash functions are very important for securing the information 
against the unspecified attacks. They are used to compress and 
encrypt large messages in to a smaller message digest. SHA-1 
(Secure Hash Algorithm – 1) is one implementation of such hash 
functions that takes in messages of size less than 264 bits and 
produces a 160 bit message digest. Secure Hash Algorithm 1 
(SHA-1) has been used in Internet Protocol Security (IPSEC). 
This paper addresses the design, simulation and characterization 
of a reusable soft IP Core for SHA-1 computer.The proposed 
design was modeled using Verilog HDL  and also prototype on 
ALTERA® platform FPGA. 
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I. Introduction
SHA-1 is a cryptographic hash function designed by the United 
States National and published by the security agency   NIST as a 
U.S. Federal Information Processing Standard [1]. SHA stands for 
“secure hash algorithm”. This popular hash function SHA1 use the 
variations of a particular hashing algorithm known as “Merkle- 
Damgård Construction” [ 1 ]. The Secure Hash Algorithm defines 
a method for creating a condensed revision of a message (message 
digest) that is computationally infeasible, to create without the 
message itseif. SHA-0, SHA-1, SHA-2 and SHA-3 are existing 
SHA hash functions.SHA-1 is very similar to SHA-0, but certain 
comparison table [2] corrections were made in SHA-0 to rectify its 
significant weakness. Among these SHAs SHA-1 is the most widely 
used one and is enrolled in several applications and protocols. 
SHA-1 forms a  part of several widely used security applications 
and protocols ,including  TLS and SSL, PGP, SSH, S/MIME, 
and IPSec.  In SHA-1,a message of arbitrary length less than 
264 bits input will provides an output of 160 bits called message 
digest. This message digest can be input into Digital Signature 
Algorithm (DSA) which verifies or generates the signature for the 
message, signing the message digest, which is smaller in size than 
the message improves the efficiency of the process.
The SHA-1 is said to be secure because it is computationally 
infeasible to find a message which corresponds to a given message 
digest, or to find two different messages which produce the 
same message digest [2]. Any change to a message in transit 
will, with very high probability, result in a different message 
digest, and the corresponding signature will fail to get verified. 
These  properties make SHA useful for applications such as digital 
signatures to verify the authenticity of a message or for more 
ancillary applications.
The main advantage of the SHA -1 is its easy implementation in 
hardware. It is important to realize that hashes are “digests”, and 
not “encryption”. Encryption is a two-way operation. That is, given 
a message m, an encryption algorithm enc and its corresponding 
decryption algorithm dec, dec (enc (m)) = m.  exist. Hash functions 
are different as there is no way to “decrypt” a hashed message. 

Fig. 1: Digital Signature Generation and Validation Using 
SHA-1

Because of this, it is common to say that hash functions are one-
way operations.

II. Principle of Operation
SHA working principle undergoes five stages (i) initialization (ii) 
preprocessing (iii) processing (iv) chaining variables update (v) 
completion. The SHA-1 algorithm operates on 32-bit words, and 
each intermediate calculation (hash) is computed from 512-bit 
blocks (16 words). The message digest is 160 bits, which is the 
condensed representation of the original message [2]. 

 
Creation of 80-word input sequence
Initialization: In this stage the constants needed are generated. 
These constants include: an additive 32-bit constant, K whose 
hexadecimal value is given as:
   0x5a827999             0 ≤j ≤19
      Kt =  0x6ed9eba1             20≤j ≤39
               0x8f1bbcdc             40≤j ≤59
               0xca62c1d6             60≤j ≤79
           The initial Hash values are as follows:
  H0 = 0x67452301
                          H1 = 0xefcdab89
                          H3 = 0x98badcfe
                          H4 = 0x10325476
                          H5 = 0xc3d2e1f0
SHA-1 uses chaining variables H1 to H5, each is 32 bits. These 
chaining variables are updated after processing each message 
block Mi [2].
Preprocessing: SHA-1 works on 512-bit blocks, one block at a time. 
Therefore, the message to be hashed has to be of a length divisible 
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by 512 and then segmented into 512-bit blocks. Preprocessing shall 
take place before hash computation begins. This preprocessing 
consists of three steps: padding the message, M, parsing the padded 
message into message blocks and setting the initial hash value, 
H (0), the final one is mentioned in processing section.  This all 
are done through the following sub-steps [3].

A. Padding
The goal of padding is to make the length of the message a multiple 
of 512. This is done by appending a single bit of value ̀ 1’ followed 
by zero bits, which is equivalent to 448 mod 512. Then, 64 bits 
representation of the message is appended.

B. Parsing
Divide the padded message into N 512-bit blocks 
Processing: The message blocks M1 to MN are processed in 
order. In each step, the message block is segmented into 16 32-
bit variables X0 to X15 and processed as follows:
Word expansion: The 16 32-bit variables are expanded into 80 
32-bit words X0 to X79
Working variables initialization: Initialize the 32-bit working 
variables A, B, C, D and E to the current values of the chaining 
variables:
                                          A = H1
                                          B = H2
                                          C = H3
                                          D = H4
                                          E = H5
Compression step:
                            T = ROTL5 (A) +f (B, C, D)
                            E = D
                            D = C
                            C = ROTL30 (B)
                            B = A
                            A = T
where f (B,C,D) is a logical function applied to the 32-bit variables.
SHA-1 has 4 rounds, each consists of 20 compression steps and 
each round uses the same logical function f  in all its steps as 
follows:
(B & C) ^ (~B & D)     0 ≤j ≤1   
 f (B,C,D)=    B ^ C ^ D                  20 ≤j ≤39
                      (B & C) ^ (C & D) ^ 
                                             (B & D)      40 ≤j ≤59
                       B ^ C ^ D               60 ≤ j ≤79
Chaining variables update: Update the chaining variables such 
that:
                         H1 = A + H1
                         H2 = B + H2
                         H3 = C + H3
                         H4 = D + H4
                         H5 = E + H5

Single 512 Block                                                                                                                       

Completion: The message digest produced by SHA-1 is a 160-
bit variable, denoted by Hash, and computed by concatenating 
the chaining variables obtained after processing the last message 
block as follows:
Hash = H1 @ H2 @ H3 @ H4 @ H5

III. Architecture  

For the purposes of this illustration, we will assume that the initial 
message has been properly padded and parsed [3]. The 160-bit 
hash is initialized with five 32-bit words defined by the SHA 
standard and is labeled H0, H1, H2, H3 and H4 (with initialized 
values H0). The message schedule is represented as 80 words 
W0, W1….. W79, the five working variable are represented by 
registers A–E, and the one temporary word is represented as T. 
Initially, the working variables are updated with the current hash 
values H0–H4 where the initial hash values themselves are defined 
as constants in the SHA specification. For a total of 80 loops, the 
message schedule must generate a unique Wt, which is added to 
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a function of the working variables over the finite field mod 232. 
The constant generator is defined above. The function f of B, C, 
and D is also defined in the above section. After 80 updates of 
the working variables, A–E is added to H0–H4, respectively, for 
the final hash value. The implementation under consideration 
is a compact implementation designed to iteratively reuse logic 
resources. Both the message schedule and the working variable 
updates operate in an iterative manner as shown in the block 
diagram. It is not until the hash is complete that a new hash can 
begin. The functions f (B, C, and D) and Kt are implemented as 
muxes with appropriate outputs which are selected on iteration 
basis. The constant generator simply selects the constants that are 
predefined based on iteration. Modular addition is being handled 
automatically with a 32 bit register

IV. Properties
Pre image resistance, Collision resistance and   Second Pre image 
resistance are the main properties of SHA-1.                  
Pre image Resistance: A hash function is pre image resistant only 
if it is hard to find any message m for a given hash value h such 
that h = hash (k, m), where k is the hash key. It is hard to invert 
a good pre image resistant function
Collision Resistance: A hash function is collision resistant, if given 
two messages m1 and m2, it is hard to find a hash h such that h = 
hash (k, m1) = hash (k, m2), where k is the hash key.
It is “hard” to find two messages having the same hash value the 
same hash. An example of a hash function that is not collision 
resistant is hash (k, m) = 4, since all hashes result in 4, making it 
100% likely that two messages will have the same hash. Since hash 
functions have an infinite domain space (that is, a hash function 
should take any message of any size), but a finite range space a 
good collision resistant hash function should have each hash value 
be about as evenly distributed as possible. For example, given a 
hash function with a range space of 2128 and a message m, any 
number between 0 and 2128 - 1 should have the same chance (1 
out of 2128) of being hash (k, m). One last sub-property would be 
there would be no “hints” given in the hash function. Thus, even 
a change of one bit in the message should have large changes in 
the output.
Second Preimage Resistance: A hash function is second preimage 
resistant if given a message m1, it is hard to find a different 
message m2 such that hash (k, m1) = hash (k, m2), where k is 
the hash key.  

V. Algorithms

 VI. Modelsim Simulation Result

Fig. and Table captions should be 12-point Times-New Roman, 
Initially capitalize only the first word of each figure caption and 
table title. Figures and tables must be numbered separately. For 
example: “Figure 1: Co-ordinated Multi-Point Acess”, “Table 1: 
LTE-Advanced Requirements”. Figure captions are to be below the 
figs. and Table titles are to be above the tables (Left aligned).

Note about simulation:
 Clk, Initial=0, Valid=0,                                
Data in=”00000000000000000000000000000000”,                                                    
Data out=”xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx”,
Ready=1 after the 1st clock, Loop=0000000, 
Wt=”00000000000000000000000000000000”.
Initial=1, Valid=0,                                
Data in=”00000000000000000000000000000000”,                                                    
Data out=”xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx”,
Ready=1 after the 1st clock, Loop=0000000, 
Wt=”00000000000000000000000000000000”.
Initial=0 or 1, Valid=1 
Data in=”00000000000000000000000000000000”,                                                    
Data out=”00000000000000000000000000000000”,
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Ready=0 after the 1st clock, Loop=Loop+0000001, 
Wt,kt,A,B,C,D,E,ft,H0,H1,H2,H3.H4 changes with respect 
to loop ,when Loop = 1010000(80) , Ready=1,gives the final 
SHAoutput (again loop starts from 0000000),next data can be 
given at the same instant. 

VII. Synthesis Result
Power dissipation and Resource utilization obtain on synthesizing 
SHA -1 in ALTERA; Family: CYCLONE II; Device: 
EP2C20F484C7 are given below in Table 1.

Table 1: Power Analysis Report

Table 3: Resource Utilization

 

Table 4:

IX. Prototype Test Result

XI. Conclusion
Cryptographic hash functions, an interesting and challenging one 
in the area of research. SHA-1 is the second most common data 
integrity check standard used throughout the world today. It is 
the least secure hash algorithm NIST currently supports its FIPS 
validated cryptography implementations. However, SHA-1 is 
faster than its successor and is commonly available in file transfer 
technology today’s. Much progress has been made, and much 
work is yet to be done. Provably secure hash functions are highly 
desirable, but their design is very difficult. From the data obtained 
experimentally and the subsequent analysis of the performance 
parameters that were recorded, it can be conclusively said that 
this implementation shows its better characteristics as compared 
to the other Hashing Algorithm.
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